
House hold Items
 Love the color of the laundry baskets. If we could lean toward that 

level of saturation with all colors of props, that would be great!

Phones
Two needed. Fun colors preferred. 
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Prop Packet

Locations
Current Renderings of 
projected locations for 

color reference.
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Giant Hose of water
Dryer hose go green with enlarged version 

of hose handle attached that “magically” 
releases blue confetti. 

Maybe twist confetti launcher.
Below picture for color.

Industrial Soap and Stand-able Book

Person for size. I will create an Image 
for you for the soap box and for the 

Book. I will send original editable files 
so they can be sized to what you build. 

Camera & Magnifying Glass
Size for adult but I like the ratio of 

both and camera coloring. 



Plates, Cup
Love the polka dot pattern, 

but would be fine with solid rim

Mom Briefcase
I like the teal one with the teal 

polka dot laptop. However, we 
should double check what she is 

wearing in the scene with the 
laptop so we don’t clash.

Laptop Cover
Really love the polka dots again. 

I prefer teal but once again, 
double check with costumes.

Recycle Bin
Standard size trash can 

with at least recycle symbol.
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Pinkalicious Wand
Should be scaled to look like 

she is a child. 

Crayon
Scaled for adult 

actors to look like 
children.

Bicycle Handle Bars
I love the colors on the top row. That light blue/teal 
for the bars and each member of the family should 

have a different color handle. Will double check 
with costumes but Pinkalicious should have pink 
handles with tassels (maybe purple gold and pink 

tassels).



Dr. Wink’s office  
Rolling stool and  Dr’s table. 
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Dr. Wink tools
Can be normal colors of black and silver. 

 Light should work on the item with lights.



Pinkalicious Kitchen
Stand-able table and 4 chairs.

1950’s kitchen look.

Giant Flowers
Different papers with print used to create all large flowers. 
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 Living Room
Will double check with director

 to see what/if  we want.
1950’s Living Room furniture. 

Fun pattern or colors for furniture pieces. 

Prop Packet
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Pinkalicious Bed
Bedspread can be similar to the patterns above.

Alarm clock attached to the bed frame. 
Need clarification from director on its use.

Might be able to be 2D . Purple clock please.


